Lexical selection is not by competition: Evidence from the blocked naming paradigm
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Abstract
A central issue in research on speech production is whether or not the retrieval of words from the mental lexicon is a competitive process. An important experimental paradigm to study the dynamics of lexical retrieval is the blocked naming paradigm, in which participants name pictures of objects that are grouped by semantic category ('homogenous' or 'related' blocks) or not grouped by semantic category ('heterogeneous' or 'unrelated' blocks). Typically, pictures are repeated multiple times (or cycles) within both related and unrelated blocks. It is known that participants are slower in related than in unrelated blocks when the data are collapsed over all within-block repetitions. This semantic interference effect, as observed in the blocked naming task, is the strongest empirical evidence for the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition. Here we show, contrary to the accepted view, that the default polarity of semantic context effects in the blocked naming paradigm is facilitation, rather than interference. In a series of experiments we find that interference arises only when items repeat within a block, and only because of that repetition: What looks to be 'semantic interference' in the blocked naming paradigm is actually less repetition priming in related compared to unrelated blocks. These data undermine the theory of lexical selection by competition and indicate a model in which the most highly activated word is retrieved, regardless of the activation levels of nontarget words. We conclude that the theory of lexical selection by competition, and by extension the important psycholinguistic models based on that assumption, are no longer viable, and frame a new way to approach the question of how words are retrieved in spoken language production.

Introduction
An issue of central importance to all models of speech production concerns the mechanism through which words are retrieved from the mental lexicon. Research on this issue can be divided into two different approaches, according to how they have traditionally emphasized different aspects of the question of how words are retrieved. One tradition, based largely on analyses of errors in spontaneous speech and brain damaged patients, sought to explain how the system determined which representation at the lexical level (of the many possible words) corresponds to the communicative intention (i.e., which word is the 'target'; Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000). That class of models made few if any commitments about the precise timing of when a given target word would be retrieved in different contexts. A second tradition was based on the assumption that the chronometry of word retrieval was a more vital issue to be tackled than explaining which word was produced (Levelt, Roelofs, &
Meyer, 1999), and thus, this second tradition stipulated which lexical representation was the target word, and sought to explain the precise timing of when that word was retrieved. The most widely discussed and detailed computational implementation within this second tradition is WEAVER++ (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 1992, 1993, 2003), although a number of other models have been proposed that involve lexical competition, most notably the models of La Heij and colleagues (Bloem & La Heij, 2003; Bloem, van den Boogaard, & La Heij, 2004; La Heij, 1988; see also Howard, Nickels, Coltheart, & Cole-Virtue, 2006). In addition, a range of authors have argued for lexical competition without proposing a formal model (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007; Belke, Meyer, & Damian, 2005; Caramazza & Costa, 2000; Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999; Cubelli, Lotto, Paoli, Girelli, & Job, 2005; Damian & Bowers, 2003; Damian & Martin, 1999; Damian, Vigliocco, & Levelt, 2001; Hantsch, Jescheniak, & Schriefers, 2005, 2009; Hantsch & Mädebach, 2013; Mulatti & Coltheart, 2012, 2014; Santesteban, Costa, Pontin, & Navarrete, 2006; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990; Vigliocco, Lauer, Damian, & Levelt, 2002; Vitkovitch & Tyrell, 1999).

According to the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition, the time required to retrieve the target word from the mental lexicon increases proportionally to the summed level of activation of nontarget words. Typically, ‘nontarget’ words refer to words that are semantically related to the target word (but see Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a), as words that are related in meaning to the target are automatically activated in the course of lexical retrieval. Thus if a participant is producing the word ‘dog’, then nontarget words such as ‘cat’, ‘horse’, ‘bark’, ‘leash’ (etc.), will be activated by virtue of automatic spreading of activation within the semantic network, and between semantic representations and their corresponding lexical representations. This leads to the core prediction that is made by the hypothesis of lexical selection:

Target picture naming latencies will be slower in contexts in which nontarget words are highly activated compared to contexts in which nontarget words are not highly activated.

The project of the current study is to test this prediction in as direct a way as possible. This is important, because the hypothesis of lexical competition is one of the most widely assumed theoretical constructs in research on speech production. Thus, if this hypothesis is not viable, and we are compelled to adopt an alternative model of word retrieval, then a number of phenomena and models would need to be reconsidered. We first discuss previous research on this topic that has used the picture-word and continuous naming paradigms, and then turn to the principal focus of the current study: the causes of semantic facilitation and interference in the blocked naming paradigm.

The picture-word interference paradigm

The picture-word interference paradigm is a variant of the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935), where instead of naming target ink colors as in the Stroop task, participants name pictures of common objects while ignoring embedded distractor words (for early work see Lupker, 1979; Rosinski, 1977). Initially, the principal source of evidence that was marshalled in support of the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition was the so-called semantic interference effect. The semantic interference effect refers to the observation that picture naming latencies (e.g., ‘dog’) are slower when the distractor word is a semantic category coordinate of the target (e.g., cat) compared to when it is unrelated (e.g., car; e.g., Damian & Bowers, 2003; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Rosinski, 1977; Schriefers et al., 1990). The semantic interference effect seemed to provide strong evidence for the view that lexical selection was a competitive process (e.g., Roelofs, 1992). This is because all models were in agreement that the word representation corresponding to a related distractor would be more highly activated than the word representation corresponding to an unrelated distractor, and thus the slower target naming latencies in the related condition putatively indexed increased competition for target selection. However, that basic logic was challenged by a comprehensive review and analysis that showed the semantic interference effect was the exception rather than the rule. All else equal, the default pattern in the picture-word paradigm is that naming latencies speed up as distractors become more semantically similar to targets (Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas, & Caramazza, 2007). For instance, participants are faster to name target items when the distractors describe actions associated with the targets (picture = dog, distractor = bark), or parts of the target object (picture = dog, distractor = tail), compared to unrelated distractors (Costa, Alario, & Caramazza, 2005; Mahon et al., 2007). Even in the original Stroop task, participants are faster to name the ink color of related non-color words (name ‘red’ ink color of the word fire) than the same ink color of unrelated distractors (name ‘red’ ink color of the word grass; Dalrymple-Alford, 1972; for discussion see Mahon, Garcea, & Navarrete, 2012; Mahon & Navarrete, 2014; Mulatti & Coltheart, 2014; Roelofs & Piai, 2013).

The most direct test of the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition, within the picture-word paradigm, is provided by a manipulation of within-category semantic distance. The hypothesis of lexical selection by competition predicts that participants should be, if anything, slower to name pictures (e.g., dog) with within-category semantically-close distractors (e.g., wolf) compared to within-category semantically-far distractors (e.g., lizard). Contrary to that core prediction, Mahon et al. (2007) found that participants are, if anything, faster to name target pictures as the within-category semantic distance decreases between distractors and pictures.

We subsequently argued that the semantic interference effect, as the exception that must be explained, was not a lexical level effect but rather a post-lexical effect at the level of the response buffer (for discussion, see Dhooge, De Baene, & Hartsuiker, 2013; Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006a; Jansen, Schirm, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2008; Mahon et al., 2007, 2012; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003;
but see Mädebach, Oppermann, Hantsch, Curda, & Jescheniak, 2011; Piai, Roelofs, & Schriefers, 2011). In response to that argument, a number of authors have suggested ways in which the scope of competition at the lexical may be restricted or constrained, in one or another way, in order to accommodate observations of semantic facilitation (see Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a; Hantsch, Jescheniak, & Mädebach, 2012; Hantsch & Mädebach, 2013; Hantsch et al., 2005, 2009; Kuipers & La Heij, 2008, 2012; La Heij, Kuipers, & Starreveld, 2006; Mädebach & Hantsch, 2013; Piai, Roelofs, & Schriefers, 2012; for responses see Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006b; Mahon & Caramazza, 2009; Mahon & Navarrete, 2014; Mahon et al., 2012; Navarrete & Mahon, 2013; see also Bormann, 2011).

Thus, the evidential status of the semantic interference effect with respect to the hypothesis of lexical competition is questionable (for a recent review see Spealek, Damian, & Bölte, 2013). At a minimum, dual-task paradigms such as the picture–word and Stroop paradigms are complex and require many auxiliary assumptions in order to be used to extrapolate inferences about lexical selection. Our own view is that the collective implication of the available data from the picture–word and Stroop paradigms is that lexical selection is not a competitive process: As has been proposed by models based on analyses of error data, the most highly activated word is selected, without regard for the levels of activation of nontarget words (Dell, 1986; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000). According to such a model, related distractor words would only prime the target, but not slow it down, at the lexical level.

The cumulative semantic cost

An arguably more direct means for evaluating the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition would be to manipulate the context in which a picture is named, while avoiding the complicating influence of a distractor word that must be ignored. One such paradigm that accomplishes this is the continuous naming paradigm. Participants name a series of pictures from multiple semantic categories, in a seemingly random order. Unbeknownst to subjects, the pictures are arranged within the list so that they can be analyzed by ‘ordinal position within category’ across the list. Thus, response times for all pictures that correspond to the first item within category are averaged together (e.g., the first animal, the first vehicle, the first piece of furniture, encountered in the list). Similarly, response times for each subsequent within-category ordinal position encountered in the list are averaged across categories. Brown (1981) and later Howard et al. (2006) found that picture naming latencies increase with each additional within-category item that participants name—a phenomenon referred to as the ‘cumulative semantic cost’ (for related work, see Tree & Hirsh, 2003; Vitkovitch & Cooper-Pye, 2012; Vitkovitch, Cooper-Pye, & Ali, 2010; Vitkovitch, Cooper-Pye, & Leadbetter, 2006; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1994). The cumulative semantic cost is linear at least to five ordinal positions within category (e.g., linear $R^2 = .96$ in Navarrete, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010; see also Alario & Moscoso del Prado Martin, 2010; Belke, 2013; Belke & Stielow, 2013; Costa, Strijkers, Martin, & Thierry, 2009; Howard et al., 2006; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2010; Runnqvist, Strijkers, Alario, & Costa, 2012).

The cumulative semantic cost has attracted interest because it is a long lasting effect: interference is propagated across many intervening trials spanning tens of seconds. Howard et al. (2006) argued that lexical competition was a necessary component of an explanation of the cumulative semantic cost, but that lexical competition was not sufficient. The reason that lexical competition was argued to not be sufficient was that, according to all models, including that outlined by Howard et al. (2006), activation at the lexical level decays rapidly, and thus would return to baseline during the intervening time (trials) between within-category items. Howard and colleagues therefore reasoned that a longer lasting mechanism was required and invoked long lasting changes in the weights between semantic and lexical representations. Oppenheim et al. (2010, see also Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2007) took that idea further in showing that a model that included only incremental learning, but not lexical competition, was able to explain the cumulative semantic cost (see also Damian & Als, 2005; Navarrete et al., 2010; Vitkovitch & Humphreys, 1991).

The basic idea behind the incremental learning account is that when a picture (e.g., dog) is correctly named, the connection between its semantic features and its lexical items will be strengthened, while the connections between those same semantic features and nontarget but related lexical items (e.g., ‘cat’, ‘wolf’, ‘lizard’) will be weakened. This account explains two phenomena: (i) repetition priming, whereby naming latencies decrease when a given item is named a second time (name ‘dog’ a second time), and (ii) the cumulative semantic cost, as the next within category item to be named (e.g., ‘cat’) will have a weaker semantic-to-lexical connection for having previously named ‘dog’. Importantly, Oppenheim et al.’s (2010) computational work demonstrates that the cumulative semantic cost does not distinguish between competitive and non-competitive models. This is because they showed that lexical competition was not necessary in order to explain the cumulative semantic cost. Thus, while the cumulative semantic cost continues to provide a basis for understanding incremental learning effects on semantic-to-lexical connections it is not an obviously useful tool with which to study whether activation levels of nontarget words influence target selection times.

The blocked naming paradigm

The final experimental paradigm that has been used to provide insight into the mechanisms of word retrieval is the blocked naming paradigm. In the blocked naming paradigm participants are required to name a series of pictures in two semantic contexts (i.e., two different types of blocks). In homogenous or related contexts, all pictures within a block come from the same superordinate semantic category (e.g., ‘car’, ‘airplane’, ‘truck’, ‘motorbike’, ‘bus’). In heterogeneous or unrelated contexts, all pictures within a block come from different semantic categories (e.g., ‘car’, ‘hammer’, ‘dog’, ‘apple’, ‘chair’; see Kroll & Stewart, 1994).
An important aspect of the way that this task has come to be widely implemented, since the work of Damian et al. (2001), is that all pictures are repeated multiple times within a block. Each repetition of the set of pictures within a block is termed a ‘cycle’. There are two principal observations: (i) there is, if anything, semantic facilitation for the first within-block cycle, whereby naming latencies are faster in a semantically related compared to a semantically unrelated context; and (ii) there is semantic interference for the second cycle onward (i.e., all cycles after the first), whereby naming latencies are slower for pictures in a semantically related context compared to an unrelated context. The observation that an initial semantic facilitation effect (first cycle) changes polarity to a semantic interference effect (all subsequent cycles) has been replicated in at least two studies (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007; Navarrete, Del Prato, & Mahon, 2012). Other studies reported an interaction between cycle and semantic context, without specifying the effect at the first cycle (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2011; Belke, 2008; Belke, Brysbaert, Meyer, & Ghyseleinck, 2005; Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005; Biegler, Crowther, & Martin, 2008; Damian & Als, 2005; Schnur, Schwartz, Brecher, & Hodgson, 2006; Schnur et al., 2009). Typically, the data from the blocked naming task are not broken down by cycle, so that an overall interference effect is observed when collapsing across cycle.

Despite the bivalent polarity of semantic context effects in the blocked naming paradigm, most discussion has focused on the interference effect, and has either ignored or explained away the facilitation effect. Specifically, taking ‘semantic interference’ as the empirical fact that requires explanation, it has been widely argued that due to spreading activation from semantic to lexical levels of processing, the word representations of the other items within a related block will be more highly activated than the word representations of other items within an unrelated block. Accordingly, lexical selection by competition predicts (correctly, it has been argued) slower naming latencies in related blocks than in unrelated blocks (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007, 2011; Aristei, Melinger, & Abdel Rahman, 2011; Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005; Damian et al., 2001; Santesteban et al., 2006; Schnur et al., 2009). This type of an explanation is the received view in the field—there has been little, if any, critical discussion of this argument. However, if lexical selection is not a competitive process (as we would conclude from the picture–word and Stroop paradigms, e.g., Mahon et al., 2007, 2012), then it follows that the received explanation of what is occurring in the blocked naming task must be incorrect. The project of this article is to test the received view and to unpack, from a new perspective, the inferences about word retrieval that are supported by the full pattern of effects observed in the blocked naming paradigm.

**Reinterpreting the blocked naming paradigm**

The fact that semantic facilitation is observed in the first within-block cycle in the blocked naming paradigm has generally been ignored for its potential relevance to understanding the mechanisms involved in word retrieval. However, prior work using related paradigms also found that picture naming is facilitated if the item named on the previous trial is related, compared to when it is unrelated (e.g., Biggs & Marmurek, 1990; Humphreys, Riddoch, & Quinlan, 1988; Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983; Lupker, 1988; Sperber, McCauley, Ragain, & Weil, 1979; for more recent work see Hartsuiker, Pickering, & de Jong, 2005; Tydgat, Diependaele, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2012). The theory of lexical selection by competition offers no natural explanation of semantic facilitation in the first within-block cycle of the blocked naming task, nor of previous demonstrations of facilitation induced by an immediately-preceding related context.

Proponents of lexical competition have sought additional mechanisms to explain the presence of semantic facilitation in the first cycle of the blocked naming paradigm. For instance, Belke, Meyer, et al. (2005) argued that lexical competition requires “some potentiation, through repetition, to become observable” (p. 687), an idea that may resonate with the suggestion of a ‘swinging’ lexical network as proposed by Abdel Rahman and Melinger (2009a; see also Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007, 2011; for discussion, see Mahon & Caramazza, 2009; Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009b). But, is there any a priori reason why competition should need repetition to be potentiated? In other contexts, repetition was not thought to be important in order for competition to exert an influence over response times. In other words, there is nothing in the theory of lexical competition that indicates repetition should be a relevant factor in determining when lexical competition occurs. The elegance of the theory of lexical competition (e.g., Roelofs, 1992) was that activation levels of words determined competition, and activation levels of words were themselves determined by the structure of lexical semantic representations and the dynamics of activation flow between the semantic and lexical levels. However, setting aside whether there is any motivation for invoking ‘repetition’ as a relevant factor in triggering lexical competition, the account of Belke, Meyer, et al. (2005) explains only the lack of interference in the first cycle, not the presence of facilitation (for discussion on this point see Navarrete et al., 2012).

An alternative way to conceptualize the bivalent nature of semantic context effects in the blocked naming paradigm is to consider the facilitation that is observed in the first cycle as what is informative about the mechanism of lexical retrieval. According to a noncompetitive model (e.g., Dell, 1986) the most highly activated word is selected, and the time of that selection event (provided it is a correct trial) is not affected by the levels of activation of nontarget words (for further discussion, see Damian & Als, 2005; Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006a; Mahon et al., 2007; Navarrete et al., 2010, 2012; Oppenheim et al., 2010). Such a model naturally explains the semantic facilitation effect that is observed for the first within-block cycle: A related semantic context will prime the word representation of the target, boosting its level of activation, and speeding its retrieval (for a parallel account in word recognition, see e.g., McRae & Boisvert, 1998). This type of semantic priming would occur in related (i.e., homogenous) blocks,
in which pictures come from the same category, but not in unrelated (i.e., heterogeneous) blocks, in which pictures come from different categories. This explanation also provides a natural account of the observation that if filler items are interposed among the related items, for instance geometric shapes that must be named, the facilitation effect observed in the first cycle is abolished (see Navarrete et al., 2012; see also Damian & Als, 2005).

According to a model of lexical access in which lexical selection (i.e., lexical retrieval) is not by competition, the issue then arises as to why there is interference after the first cycle in the blocked naming task. Navarrete et al. (2012) argued that the incremental learning account advanced by Oppenheim, Dell, and Schwartz (2007) and Oppenheim et al. (2010) could explain the emergence of semantic interference, if it were the case that there was reduced repetition priming for items presented in related contexts compared to items presented in unrelated contexts. This would be because while items presented in an unrelated context undergo only strengthening of semantic-to-lexical mappings, the same strengthening that occurs in a related context will be immediately countermanded by incremental weakening from having to name other within category items (see Navarrete et al., 2012, for preliminary evidence). In other words, ‘semantic interference’ in the blocked naming paradigm is not, by hypothesis, an interference effect: it arises because of a baseline shift in the unrelated condition, not because the related condition is slowing down.

We believe that an explanation of the emergence of ‘interference’ in the blocked naming paradigm in term of a ‘baseline shift’ in the unrelated condition can already be seen in published data. Fig. 1 replots the findings from an experiment reported in Navarrete et al. (2012) in which within-category semantic distance was manipulated in a blocked naming paradigm. Thus, items within a block could be very close within category (e.g., ‘dog’, ‘fox’, ‘wolf’), relatively far within category (e.g., ‘dog’, ‘lizard’, ‘whale’), or unrelated (e.g., ‘dog’, ‘table’, ‘car’). The graph shows the findings from the first within-block cycle, in which response times are fastest for the within-category semantically-close blocks, intermediate for within-category semantically-far blocks, and slowest for the unrelated blocks. That pattern is entirely in line with what would be predicted by a noncompetitive model of lexical selection, and contrary to what would be predicted by lexical selection by competition: increasing within-block semantic similarity leads to faster response times. What is relevant for present purposes though is what happens in the second within-block cycle: Now there is a flip where the slowest condition is the within-category semantically-close condition and the fastest condition is the unrelated condition. A very large repetition priming effect can be seen, comparing the data from the first and second cycles, where there is (averaging across all conditions) a ~15% speeding of response time. The critical point here is that the amount of repetition priming is different in different conditions. This can be appreciated if response times from the first cycle across all of the conditions are reduced the same amount, proportionally (i.e., 15%), from values in the first within-block cycle. Those hypothetical data are plotted in Fig. 1, and show that if all that occurred were proportional repetition priming, there would be no ‘semantic interference’ in the second within-block cycle. Thus, the ‘emergence’ of the semantic interference effect in the second cycle is equivocal in that it could be due to interference (i.e., lexical competition) or, it could be due to relatively less repetition priming in the related condition compared to the unrelated condition (see also Navarrete et al., 2012, Fig. 5 for independent evidence consistent with this argument).

Because in Navarrete et al. (2012), as in all other studies using the blocked naming paradigm, the same items appear in both the related and unrelated conditions, it is not possible to truly tease apart (putative) semantic interference from differential repetition priming in the unrelated compared to the related condition. Thus, the goal of the present investigation was to test the hypothesis that the emergence of ‘semantic interference’ in the blocked naming paradigm is the result of a baseline shift caused by greater repetition priming in the unrelated condition. If this hypothesis is confirmed, then it would mean that the semantic interference observed in the blocked naming task could not be taken as evidence for the hypothesis of lexical competition. In that case, we would be left with the pattern of semantic facilitation as observed in the first
within-block cycle as the data point that requires explanation, which would strongly favor a model of word retrieval that does not include lexical competition.

**Redesigning the blocked naming task**

Previous research with the blocked naming paradigm does not permit an evaluation of whether the emergence of semantic interference with within-block repetition is due to relatively faster naming latencies in the unrelated condition (baseline shift) or to relatively slower naming latencies in the related condition (lexical competition). The reason is that previous work confounds ‘repetition within the experiment’ with ‘repetition within a block’. Thus, in a typical implementation of the blocked naming task (e.g., Damian et al., 2001; for recent reviews see Belke & Stielow, 2013; Navarrete et al., 2012), (i) all items appear in both related and unrelated blocks (within subject), and (ii) all items are presented multiple times within each related and unrelated block.

In the present research we take a novel approach and separate the factors ‘repetition in the experiment’ from ‘repetition within the block’. To accomplish this, the small but consequential design changes were introduced that: (i) each picture was presented once per block, and blocks were repeated multiple times, and (ii) different pictures were presented in related and unrelated contexts (counterbalanced across participants with a split-half materials/super-subject design). Fig. 2 illustrates the design used in Experiment 1. All items were first presented twice in unrelated contexts. At the third presentation, half of the items were presented in related blocks, and were presented in related blocks for the remainder of the experiment. The other half of the items continued to be presented in unrelated blocks, and were presented in unrelated blocks for the remainder of the experiment. These design changes allow us to evaluate the polarity of semantic effects as a function of item repetition, while removing the (potentially) confounding contribution of within-block repetition.

According to lexical selection by competition, all that matters in determining whether interference is observed is the context in which an item is named—thus from that theoretical perspective, the new experimental design used herein should make no difference: after the second repetition (in our case, the third block) semantic interference should emerge and manifest as a slowing of response latencies in the related condition. In other words, because the first time that items appear in a related block is the third time they will have been named in the experiment, interference should be present in their first presentation in a related block. However, if ‘semantic interference’ is in fact an artifact of a baseline shift caused by greater within-block repetition priming in the unrelated, compared to the related, condition, then there is no reason to observe interference at all, since items never repeat within a block. In other words, semantic facilitation should be observed for all blocks (i.e., all repetitions).

A second prediction that can be tested is whether picture naming latencies become progressively slower or progressively faster within a related block. In other words, do picture naming latencies speed up or slow down with each additional within category item that is named? According to the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition, naming latencies should (if anything) slow down with each additional within category item that is named. This is because there will be more and more activation building up for nontarget within category items the further into the related block participants go (see also the version of the ‘biased activation’ account by Belke, 2013, for details on this prediction). However, according to a noncompetitive model of lexical selection, naming latencies should become (if anything) progressively faster the further into a related block that participants go. This is because, the further into the block a participant progresses, the more

---

**Fig. 2.** Schematic of the experimental design used in Experiment 1. Blue and red lines represent (some of) the picture items, split into A and B sets for counterbalancing the design across participants. The shaded background behind the lines indicates the type of context (related or unrelated). The innovation of this design is that (i) all items are presented in an unrelated context for the first two times that participants see (and name) the items, and then (ii) half of the categories are presented in related contexts and the other half in unrelated contexts beginning at presentation 3 (counterbalanced across participants), and (iii) each item is presented only once in each block. This design allows us to test whether related (i.e., homogenous) contexts lead to interference, as predicted by lexical selection by competition, or to facilitation, as predicted by noncompetitive models, while removing the (potentially) confounding factor of ‘within block repetition’.
related contextual priming of the current target will be present, which will speed up target retrieval.

To anticipate our results, we find that: (i) semantic facilitation is observed out to 12 repetitions of blocks, so long as items do not repeat multiple times within a block, (ii) when semantic facilitation is analyzed by ordinal position within block, facilitation increases with ordinal position within block, and finally, (iii) the emergence of interference when items repeat within a block is not caused by slowing down in the related condition, but rather by differential repetition priming in the unrelated condition. Thus, the emergence of ‘semantic interference’ depends on a baseline shift whereby the unrelated condition speeds up with within-block repetition. In the General Discussion we argue that these three new findings are contrary to the core prediction of lexical selection by competition. This means that the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition is no longer viable, and motivates a fresh look at models of how words are retrieved from the mental lexicon in speech production.

**Experiment 1**

The goal of this experiment was to dissociate ‘repetition’ at the experiment level from within-block repetition. To that end, a block consisted of only a single presentation of an image. Blocks contained pictures from the same semantic category (i.e., related or homogenous blocks) or pictures from different semantic categories (i.e., unrelated or heterogeneous blocks).

**Method**

**Participants**

Twenty native English speakers (students at the University of Rochester, USA) took part in the experiment. Participants in this and subsequent experiments had normal or corrected to normal vision and participated in only one experiment.

**Materials**

Fifty black-and-white photographs were selected. Thirty of them belonged to 6 different semantic categories, with 5 items in each category (see Appendix). The rest of the pictures were fillers, and did not come from the same categories as those of the critical items; filler items were not analyzed. Pictures were taken from the Internet and sized to fit within a square of 400 × 400 pixels.

**Design**

Pictures were presented a total of 6 times (i.e., across six blocks) throughout the experiment. Pictures appeared in two semantic contexts: in related and in unrelated blocks. Related blocks always contained critical items from the same semantic category, while unrelated blocks contained items (experimental and/or fillers) from different semantic categories. Each block consisted of 5 trials.

For the first two presentations of all pictures, they were always presented in an unrelated context. After the first two presentations, the critical items were divided into two sets, half of which continued to be presented in an unrelated context and half of which were presented in a related context for the remainder of the experiment (see Fig. 2). The split of the pictures into two sets was counterbalanced across subjects. With this manipulation, and because items appeared only once within block, we could effectively separate the factor ‘repetition in the experiment’ from ‘repetition in a given context or block’, since the first time that an item was seen in a related context was actually the third time that that item was named in the experiment. And, following that particular item, the fourth time that it was seen in a related context was actually the sixth time that it was seen in the experiment. The critical question, however, is whether the first time that an item is presented in a related context yields interference or facilitation relative to the unrelated baseline—this is the critical test because the first time an item is presented in a related context is the third time that the item has been presented in the experiment. Thus, if all that matters is ‘repetition’ (e.g., Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005), then items should show interference the first time they are presented in a related context. However, if what matters is repetition within a block, then items should show facilitation throughout the entire experiment, as they never repeat within a block.

In order to explore semantic effects as a function of within-block ordinal position (see Ordinal Position Within Block analysis below), we ensured that the lag distance (i.e., the number of intervening trials) between two presentations of the same picture across the experiment (i.e., across blocks) was equivalent in the related and the unrelated conditions ($p > .8$). This equivalence was not engineered but rather a reflection of random assignment of pictures to within-block positions, and random assignment of block order. The only constraint was that all pictures appeared the nth time before any picture appeared the $n$th + 1 time. As there was no within-block repetition, all repetition of pictures was a repetition of a block.

**Procedure**

Participants were seated approximately 60 cm from the screen. Participants were asked to name the pictures as fast and as accurately as possible. There was no familiarization phase. The experimental session consisted of a total of 60 blocks of 5 trials per block (i.e., 300 trials in the whole experiment). There was a short pause between each block. Participants initiated the next block by pressing the space bar. Participants were not corrected by the experimenter throughout the experimental session.

An experimental trial consisted of the following events. A fixation cross was shown in the center of the screen. In order to prevent participants from falling into a rhythm about when they were producing responses, the duration of the fixation cross was (randomly) varied among 250 ms, 450 ms, 650 ms and 850 ms durations. After the fixation cross, the target picture was presented for 500 ms. Response latencies were measured from the onset of the picture. The next trial began 1500 ms after the onset of participants’ response or 3000 ms after the offset of the target. Stimulus presentation, response times and response recording were controlled by the program DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003).
Analyses

Three types of responses were excluded from the analyses of response times: (i) production of clearly erroneous picture names; (ii) verbal dysfluencies (stuttering, utterance repairs); and (iii) naming latencies less than 250 ms or greater than 1500 ms. Following those criteria a total of 5.9% of the data were excluded. For all analyses in this article, degrees of freedom were Greenhouse–Geisser corrected when the assumption of Sphericity was violated.

In the principal analyses, two within-subject factors, Semantic Context (two levels: Related and Unrelated) and Presentation (four levels: 3–6), and their interaction were modeled (again, by ‘presentation’ we effectively mean ‘block’ as items were not repeated within block). For this analysis, the first trial from each block was excluded as no semantic context is present for those trials. The critical question here is whether there is interference for the first instance that the factor Semantic Context is varied (i.e., at presentation, or block, 3), given that it is varied after participants have already named each picture twice in an unrelated context. It is also possible that two presentations (i.e., repetitions) of the items are not enough for the interference effect to emerge, in the sense that competition could be argued to require more repetition to be sufficiently potentiated as to affect response times. If this were the case, an interaction between Semantic Context and Presentation is predicted, such that the interference effect may be observed for the final blocks (e.g., blocks 5 and 6). Separate analyses were carried out treating subjects and items as random factors, yielding $F_1$ and $F_2$ statistics, respectively.

In an additional set of analyses carried out over items only, we explored the magnitude of the semantic effect (i.e., related versus unrelated) by ordinal position within block. To that end, we averaged, on an item-by-item basis, the naming latencies for each within-block ordinal position (1–5) in related and unrelated blocks separately, collapsing across the factor Presentation; this analysis was restricted to presentations 3–6, as there is a related and unrelated context only for those presentations (there were only unrelated blocks for presentations 1 and 2). We then determined the semantic effect for each within-block ordinal position by subtracting the latency in the unrelated condition from the latency in the related condition.

Results

Analysis of context and repetition in the experiment

Mean naming latencies and error rates by condition are reported in Table 1. In the analysis of naming latencies the only significant effect was the main effect of Semantic Context ($F_1(1,19) = 5.48, p < .04, \eta^2_p = .22$; $F_2(1,29) = 16.99, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .36$), with faster response times in related blocks than in unrelated blocks. Neither the main effect of Presentation nor the interaction between those factors was significant ($p_s > .12$). There were no effects in the error analysis ($p_s > .18$). The response time effects are displayed in Fig. 3A.

Analysis of ordinal position within block

Fig. 3B plots the contextual effects (related minus unrelated) by ordinal position within block (collapsing across presentations, or blocks, 3–6). As can be seen, the magnitude of the contextual effect increases with ordinal position within block (the linear trend is significant: $F_1(1,29) = 5.49; p < .03; \eta^2_p = .15$; slope = $-1.1$ ms/position; $R^2 = .52$). Critically, the contextual effect is facilitation, meaning that the amount of semantic facilitation increases with within-block ordinal position.

Discussion

The results from Experiment 1 show that semantic facilitation is observed out to six presentations when pictures are not repeated multiple times within a block. In addition, the results of Experiment 1 show that semantic facilitation is a cumulative phenomenon, as reflected by the near linear increase of the magnitude of the effect across ordinal position within-block.

One concern that may arise in regard to this demonstration that semantic facilitation can survive repetition within the experiment, is that, perhaps we simply did not repeat the items enough to sufficiently potentiate competition so as to affect response times. Setting aside whether there is any theoretical motivation for the view that competition requires repetition to be potentiated (see above), we believe such a concern would be unfounded, as previous studies have reported a polarity switch between the first and second within-block cycles. However, it might be argued that in previous studies, the same items appear in the related and unrelated contexts, so subjects will see an item multiple times in one context (e.g., multiple times in an unrelated block) before seeing that item multiple times in the other context (i.e., in the related block). Thus, it is important to resolve this issue empirically. In the next experiment we explored the semantic facilitation effect by increasing the number of the repetitions (i.e. presentations) to 12.

The data from Experiment 1 also do not allow us to distinguish which of two possible factors explains why semantic interference typically emerges after the first cycle. One factor could be that in our experiment, unlike in typical cyclic experiments, a given picture did not appear in both a related and unrelated context for a given participant. The other factor is that in our experiment, also unlike typical blocking naming experiments, items were not repeated within a block. Thus, in Experiment 2, in addition to repeating items 12 times throughout the experiment we also introduced a manipulation to test whether interference would be observed if items were repeated multiple times within a block.

Experiment 2

There were two goals in Experiment 2. The first goal was to test whether with additional repetition of the items,
following the same experimental design as in Experiment 1, an interference effect emerges. This was addressed in Experiment 2a, by simply doubling the number of times that blocks were presented from 6 to 12. The second goal was to show that repetition per se is not relevant for the interference to emerge, but rather, repetition within a block. To test this hypothesis, Experiment 2b used exactly the same materials and design as Experiment 2a, with the only difference that at presentations 7 and 10, pictures were repeated three times within a block, rather than being presented only once per block. Thus, presentations 7–9 were all in the same block, and also, presentations 10–12 were in the same block. If within-block repetition is the critical variable, then an interference effect should emerge at presentation 8 and be preserved through to presentation 9. The question can then be asked whether at presentation 10, which is the first presentation of a new block, there is facilitation or interference. If it is the history of an item in the experiment rather than the history of the item in the current block that matters, then presentation 10 should show interference (assuming interference is observed at presentations 8 and 9). If, however, what is important is whether repetition has occurred within the current block, then presentation 10 should show facilitation, with interference emerging anew at presentation 11 and being preserved through to presentation 12. Fig. 4 provides a schematic of the experimental design used in Experiment 2b. Because Experiments 2a and 2b draw on the same set of materials and follow the same design with the only difference being what happens to items after presentation 6, the two experiments are presented and analyzed in parallel.

Method

Participants and materials
Forty native English speakers from the same population as Experiment 1 took part in the experiment (20 participated in Experiment 2a and 20 in Experiment 2b). The same pictures as in Experiment 1 were used.

Design and procedure
The same design as in Experiment 1 was used with the following differences. (i) In Experiment 2a, pictures were presented a total of 12 times according to the same design used in Experiment 1. That is, the first two presentations were always in an unrelated context. At presentation 3, half of the categories were then presented in a semantically related context and the other half continued in an unrelated context (counterbalanced across participants). Once a picture was assigned to a related context (at presentation 3) it remained in a related context through presentation 12 (and the same for unrelated contexts). As
in Experiment 1, pictures were randomly ordered within blocks and blocks within the experimental sequence, with the constraint that all pictures were presented the \( n \)th time before any given picture was presented the \( n \)th + 1 time.

(ii) In Experiment 2b, the first 6 presentations were the same as in Experiment 1 (and the same as presentations 1–6 in Experiment 2a). However, beginning at presentation 7, the next three presentations were always within block. Thus, instead of having only one presentation per block, presentations 7, 8 and 9 were all within a single block—for both the related and unrelated contexts. The same was the case for presentations 10, 11, and 12 (all within-block repetitions). All other aspects of the design were the same as in Experiment 2a (see Fig. 4 for a schematic of the design used in Experiment 2b).

### Results

In the principal analyses, two within-subject factors, Semantic Context (two levels: Related and Unrelated) and Presentation (10 levels: 3–12), one between-subject factor, Experiment (two levels: Experiment 2a and Experiment 2b), and their interactions were modeled. We do not report the main effect of Experiment as it is based on between-subject comparisons in overall response time, and is not germane to any of the theoretical issues at stake.

### Analysis of context and repetition in the experiment

Mean naming latencies and error rates by condition are reported in Table 2. The analysis of naming latencies for positions 3–12 showed a main effect of Semantic Context (\( F_{1,38} = 11.39, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .23 \); \( F_{2,129} = 13.19, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .31 \)), with faster response times for related blocks than for unrelated blocks. Critically, the triple-order interaction between the factors Semantic Context, Presentation and Experiment was significant (\( F_{1,9,342} = 2.68, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .06 \); \( F_{2,9,261} = 2.02, \ p < .04, \ \eta^2_p = .06 \)). The response time effects are displayed in Fig. 5 (Panels A and B).

In order to explore the triple-order interaction, further analyses were performed exploring the effects of Semantic Context and Presentation, separately in each experiment. In Experiment 2a, the main effect of Semantic Context was significant (\( F_{1,19} = 8.15, \ p < .02, \ \eta^2_p = .3; \ F_{2,1,29} = 8.02, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .22 \)), with faster response times for related blocks than for unrelated blocks. Neither the main effect of Presentation nor the interaction between those factors was significant (\( F_{s > .1} \)). In Experiment 2b, the main effect of Semantic Context was marginally significant (\( F_{1,19} = 3.23, \ p = .08, \ \eta^2_p = .14 \); \( F_{2,1,29} = 3.43, \ p = .07, \ \eta^2_p = .1 \)). The main effect of Presentation was significant (\( F_{1,9,171} = 2.32, \ p < .02, \ \eta^2_p = .11 \); \( F_{2,9,261} = 4.85, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .14 \)).

Critically, in Experiment 2b the interaction between semantic context and presentation was significant (\( F_{1,9,171} = 7.35, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .27 \); \( F_{2,9,261} = 6.59, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .18 \)).

As can be appreciated in Fig. 5B, the interaction between Presentation and Semantic Context in Experiment 2b was caused by the fact that the first presentation within the two ‘long’ blocks (i.e., blocks beginning at presentations 7 and 10) showed facilitation, while the second and third presentations of those blocks (i.e., presentations 8/9 and 11/12) showed interference. This pattern was confirmed through further analyses that were performed over positions 7–12, separately for each Experiment. The main effect of Semantic Context was significant in Experiment 2a (\( F_{1,1,19} = 5.05, \ p < .04, \ \eta^2_p = .21 \); \( F_{2,1,29} = 6.09, \ p < .03, \ \eta^2_p = .17 \)) but not in Experiment 2b (\( F_{s < 1} \)). The main effect of Presentation was not significant in Experiment 2a (\( p s > .18 \)) but significant in Experiment 2b (\( F_{1,5,95} = 2.63, \ p < .03, \ \eta^2_p = .12 \); \( F_{2,5,145} = 3.12, \ p < .02, \ \eta^2_p = .1 \)).

Critically, the interaction between Semantic Context and Presentation was not significant in Experiment 2a (\( F_{s < 1} \)), indicating equivalent facilitation across presentations. However, in Experiment 2b the interaction was significant (\( F_{1,3,34} = 5.34, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .22 \); \( F_{2,3,18,92,38} = 4.75, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .14 \)).

Inspection of the graph in Fig. 5B indicates that interference is present at presentations 8 and 9, and then again at presentations 11 and 12. To quantify these patterns, we collapsed presentations 7 and 10 (i.e. first cycle),
paired t-tests revealed a facilitation effect in the first cycle ($t_{1}(19) = 3.11, p < .05$; $t_{2}(29) = 3.03, p < .01$) and interference effects in the second and third cycles (Cycle 2: $t_{1}(19) = 1.81, p = .08$; $t_{2}(29) = 2.27, p < .04$; Cycle 3: $t_{1}(19) = 3.07, p < .01$; $t_{2}(29) = 2.35, p < .03$). These data indicate that repetition within a block, rather than repetition per se, is the critical factor determining the emergence of ‘interference’.

Table 2
Mean naming latencies (RT), standard deviations (SD) in ms and error percentages (E) by Semantic Context and Presentation in Experiment 2.

| Presentation | Experiment 2a | | | Experiment 2b | | |
|--------------|---------------|-------------|-------------|---------------|-------------|
|              | Homogeneous/related | Heterogeneous/unrelated | Homogeneous/related | Heterogeneous/unrelated | |
|              | Mean | SD | E | Mean | SD | E | Mean | SD | E |
| 1            | 731 | 100 | 4.2 | 743 | 81 | 3.8 |
| 2            | 682 | 107 | 3.7 | 649 | 93 | 2.2 |
| 3            | 649 | 117 | 7.1 | 689 | 111 | 4.7 |
| 4            | 630 | 108 | 3.3 | 666 | 102 | 3.0 |
| 5            | 622 | 113 | 5 | 684 | 120 | 3.7 |
| 6            | 652 | 119 | 8.3 | 663 | 121 | 3.7 |
| 7            | 650 | 111 | 6.7 | 668 | 106 | 3.2 |
| 8            | 636 | 116 | 5.4 | 677 | 123 | 6 |
| 9            | 647 | 132 | 7.5 | 683 | 118 | 5.3 |
| 10           | 640 | 128 | 8.3 | 669 | 98 | 4.5 |
| 11           | 646 | 144 | 7.9 | 696 | 145 | 3.3 |
| 12           | 638 | 6.4 | 4.1 | 677 | 6.4 | 4.1 |
| Mean pres. 3–6 | 638 | 6.4 | 4.1 | 677 | 6.4 | 4.1 |

Fig. 5. Response time effects in Experiment 2. (A) Mean naming latencies by Semantic Context and Cycle for Experiment 2a. As can be seen, semantic facilitation is preserved through to presentation 12. (B) Mean naming latencies by Semantic Context and Cycle for Experiment 2b. As can be seen, the emergence of semantic interference depends on items repeating within blocks. (C and D) Magnitude of the contextual semantic effect (Related minus Unrelated) by Ordinal position within-block for Experiment 2a (collapsing across presentations 3–12) and 2b (collapsing across presentations 3–6).

Indeed, interference emerged at presentation 8, which is the second time that an item was repeated within a block and was preserved through to presentation 9. However, presentation 10 which is the next presentation of that item, but now as the first presentation in a new block, did not show interference but rather reverted to facilitation; interference then re-emerged again at presentation 11 and was preserved through to presentation 12.

presentations 8 and 11 (i.e., second cycle), and presentations 9 and 12 (i.e., third cycle). Paired t-tests revealed a facilitation effect in the first cycle ($t_{1}(19) = -3.11, p < .05$; $t_{2}(29) = -1.82, p = .08$) and interference effects in the second and third cycles (Cycle 2: $t_{1}(19) = 1.81, p = .08$; $t_{2}(29) = 2.27, p < .04$; Cycle 3: $t_{1}(19) = 3.07, p < .01$; $t_{2}(29) = 2.35, p < .03$). These data indicate that repetition within a block, rather than repetition per se, is the critical factor determining the emergence of ‘interference’.

Indeed, interference emerged at presentation 8, which is the second time that an item was repeated within a block and was preserved through to presentation 9. However, presentation 10 which is the next presentation of that item, but now as the first presentation in a new block, did not show interference but rather reverted to facilitation; interference then re-emerged again at presentation 11 and was preserved through to presentation 12.
In the analysis of error rates, the effect of Semantic Context was significant ($F(1,38) = 6.83, p < .02$, $\eta^2_p = .15$; $F(2,29) = 21.7, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .42$), with more errors in homogeneous blocks than in heterogeneous blocks.

**Analysis of ordinal position within block**

Fig. 5 plots the context effects (related minus unrelated) by ordinal position within block for Experiments 2a (Fig. 5C) and 2b (Fig. 5D). The data from Experiment 2a (Fig. 5C) collapse across presentations 3–12, while the data from Experiment 2b (Fig. 5D) collapse across presentations 3–6. The analysis of the linear trend was significant in both experiments (Experiment 2a: $F(1,29) = 6.81; p < .02$; $\eta^2_p = .19$; slope = −12 ms/position; $R^2 = .79$; Experiment 2b: $F(1,29) = 7.76; p < .01; \eta^2_p = .21$; slope = −16 ms/position; $R^2 = .95$), replicating the pattern observed in Experiment 1 (Fig. 3B).

**Discussion**

Experiment 2a replicated the observation that when there is no repetition within block, a semantically related context facilitates naming latencies, and extends that finding out to 12 repetitions of the items in the experiment. Experiment 2b showed that the critical factor determining whether (and when) semantic interference is obtained is within-block repetition. Dramatic evidence for this conclusion is provided by the observation that facilitation is observed at the 10th presentation in Experiment 2b, which is the first presentation of a new block, even though the previous two presentations of those items (i.e., 8 and 9) yielded interference. However, presentations 11 and 12, which then repeat items within the block, again show ‘semantic interference’.

To directly test the hypothesis that ‘semantic interference’ arises because of differential repetition priming in the unrelated context compared to the related context, we conducted further analyses on the data from Experiment 2b, collapsing presentations 7 and 10 (i.e., first cycle), and 8 and 11 (i.e., second cycle), separately for each of the two semantic contexts (related and unrelated). Thus, the data were reduced to a $2 \times 2$ design of Cycle (First/Second) and Semantic Context (Related/Unrelated). Fig. 6 shows the resulting means. An ANOVA showed that the interaction between the two factors was significant ($F(1,19) = 23.12, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .54$; $F(2,12) = 10.76, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .54$). Paired samples t-tests between the first and the second presentations (i.e., cycles) revealed that repetition priming was significant for the unrelated context ($t(19) = 4.43, p < .01$; $t(29) = 7.19, p < .01$) but not for the related context ($ps > .64$). These data indicate that ‘semantic interference’ in the blocked naming paradigm arises because of a baseline shift in the unrelated condition that is caused by differential repetition priming (see Navarrete et al., 2012 for precedent on this claim and additional convergent evidence).

Experiments 2a and 2b also replicated the observation that semantic facilitation increases with ordinal position within block. This finding runs directly against the basic expectation of the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition. For instance, on Belke’s (2008) implementation of the ‘biased-selection’ model (see Thompson-Schill & Botvinick, 2006), the cognitive system will strategically boost the levels of activation of the words within the current block. When that set of words are all related, they will be even more highly activated than when they are unrelated. Thus, according to that framework, interference should accrue within block (i.e., facilitation decrease), rather than facilitation increasing (see also Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2011; Belke & Stielow, 2013, for similar proposals that are likewise challenged by these data).

In the introduction we reviewed findings from the picture–word paradigm that have been argued to be problematic for the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition—namely, that all else equal, target picture naming latencies become faster as distractors become more semantically similar to targets. Pai et al. (2012) have recently argued that the polarity of the semantic effects (i.e., facilitation and interference) in the picture–word task depends on whether or not distractor words exceed a “competition threshold” (for further discussion, see Roelofs & Pai, 2013; for related accounts, see Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a; Mädebach & Hantsch, 2013). The “competition threshold” would operate as a filter determining which distractors will compete during target response selection. If a semantically related distractor exceeds the “competition threshold” during the lexicalization of the target picture, interference is observed due to lexical competition. By contrast, if a semantically related distractor does not exceed the “competition threshold”, semantic facilitation is observed due to spreading activation via the conceptual network. Setting aside the merits of the ‘competition threshold’ account of effects within the picture–word.
paradigm (for critical discussion, see Mahon & Navarrete, 2014; Navarrete & Mahon, 2013), the ‘competition threshold’ hypothesis is ill equipped to explain the patterning of facilitation and interference in the blocked naming paradigm that we have reported. This is because there is no difference of semantic context between those instances in which interference is observed and in which facilitation is observed: all that differs is whether or not items repeat within a block.

Another account that maintains the assumption of lexical selection by competition is the proposal of Belke (2013). Belke adopts the model of Vigliocco, Vinson, Lewis, and Garrett (2004), in which there is a conceptual level of semantic features/primitives, then a level of holistic lexical semantic representations, and then a lexical level, including lexical selection by competition. In that framework, incremental weakening was located at the concept-to-semantic connections. However, the arguments articulated above against the hypothesis of lexical competition would apply as well to the proposal of Belke (2013).

The reason why is that competition is maintained at the lexical level, and so it will necessarily be the case that the nontarget word representations corresponding to the other items within a related block will be more highly activated than the nontarget word representations of the other items in an unrelated block. Thus, that theory also fails to provide an account of extended semantic facilitation in the blocked naming task (i.e., out to 12 repetitions).

In summary, accounts that do not dispense with lexical competition explain facilitation in the picture-word paradigm in one of two ways: Either (i) some type of a restriction is placed on which items (or in which circumstances the same items) can enter into competition with the target, or (ii) while items are not restricted from competing with the target, it is assumed that, in certain circumstances, the priming of the target representation is greater than the competition induced by competing nontarget words (see Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a, 2009b; Mahon & Caramazza, 2009). As noted above, neither assumption is able to handle the pattern of facilitation in the blocked naming task that we have reported, as all that differs between presentations in which interference or facilitation is observed, is whether or not items repeat within a block. We believe there is a common reason why accounts such as the ‘competition threshold’ hypothesis (Piai et al., 2012; Roelofs & Piai, 2013), the ‘biased selection’ model (Belke, 2008), the ‘swinging network’ hypothesis (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a), or the related accounts of Hantsch and Mädebach (2013) and Mulatti and Coltheart (2014), fail to explain the patterning of facilitation and interference that we have reported. The reason is that ‘semantic interference’ in the blocked naming task is not an ‘interference’ effect at all, but rather a baseline shift brought about by greater repetition priming in the unrelated than in related condition. From this perspective, there is no ‘interference effect’ that requires explanation, hence no motivation to assume lexical competition in the first place, and hence no need to develop auxiliary assumptions in order to account for semantic facilitation in the blocked naming paradigm.

General discussion

All previous discussions of the blocked naming paradigm have assumed that interference is the default effect that is induced by a related semantic context (compared to an unrelated context). Semantic facilitation, as observed in blocked naming, is widely believed to be a transient effect of no real theoretical consequence for understanding the dynamics of word retrieval (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007, 2011; Aristei et al., 2011; Belke, 2008, 2013; Belke & Stielow, 2013; Belke, Brysbaert, et al., 2005; Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005; Damian et al., 2001; Ganushchak & Schiller, 2008; Maess, Friederici, Damian, Meyer, & Levelt, 2002; Santesteban et al., 2006; Schnur et al., 2006, 2009; Vigliocco et al., 2002). The findings that we have reported overturn the conventional wisdom about what is occurring in the blocked naming paradigm. The empirical generalization that semantic interference is the default pattern is incorrect: facilitation is the default pattern observed when manipulating semantic context. This conclusion is based on the observation that facilitation is observed to be present out to 12 presentations of items in an experiment. Thus, repetition in the experiment is not relevant for inducing semantic interference in the blocked naming task. Interference is observed only when items repeat within a block, and is present only for the remainder of that particular block in which the items are repeated—not the remainder of the experiment. In addition, we found that semantic facilitation accumulates with ordinal position within block. Thus, not only is the default polarity of semantic contextual effects in the blocked naming paradigm facilitation, but that facilitation increases, rather than decreases, within any given related block.

We believe that the key for understanding the causes of ‘semantic interference’ in the blocked naming is that when items repeat within a block, the related condition does not slow down with repetition, but rather, the unrelated condition speeds up. The effect of within-block repetition is not to ‘potentiate competition’ (e.g., Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005) but more simply, to produce differential repetition priming in unrelated contexts (compared to related contexts). Fig. 6 shows this aspect of the emergence of ‘semantic interference’ by distilling the data from Experiment 2b down to a $2 \times 2$ design of Cycle (First/Second, i.e., within block repetition) and Semantic Context (Related/Unrelated). As can be seen, the presence of ‘semantic interference’ in the second cycle is caused by differential speeding up in the unrelated condition.

The observations of accumulative (i.e., within block) and extended (i.e., over many repetitions) semantic facilitation in the blocked naming paradigm, together with our proposed account of the experimental conditions under which interference arises, collectively undermine the view of lexical selection by competition (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007, 2009a, 2011; Aristei et al., 2011; Belke, 2008; Belke & Stielow, 2013; Belke, Brysbaert, et al., 2005; Belke, Meyer, et al., 2005; Costa et al., 1999; Damian & Bowers, 2003; Damian et al., 2001; Geng, Kirchgessner, & Schnur, 2013; Hantsch et al., 2005, 2009, 2012; Humphreys, Lloyd-Jones, & Fias, 1995;
La Heij, 1988; Levelt et al., 1999; Piai et al., 2012; Roelofs, 1992, 2003; Roelofs & Piai, 2013; Santesteban et al., 2006; Schriefers et al., 1990; Starreveld & La Heij, 1995; Vigliocco et al., 2004). As discussed above, there have been a number of ways in which the hypothesis of lexical competition has been squared with problematic findings in the picture-word paradigm (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009a; Hantsch & Mädebach, 2013; Piai et al., 2012; Roelofs & Piai, 2013 but see Mahon & Caramazza, 2009; Mahon & Navarrete, 2014; Navarrete & Mahon, 2013). However, none of those theories are equipped to explain the patterning of interference and facilitation that we have reported. We conclude that the hypothesis of lexical selection by competition is empirically falsified.

In the remainder of this discussion, we focus on the positive implications of the findings that we have reported and consider several open issues that remain to be explained. There are three new empirical findings, which we here generalize into empirical hypotheses. All else equal:

(i) A semantically related context facilitates picture naming latencies.
(ii) The amount of facilitation increases with exposure to a related context (i.e., increases with ordinal position within block).
(iii) Slower naming latencies are present in a related context compared to an unrelated context when items repeat within each context multiple times; the 'interference' that is observed arises due to differential repetition priming in the unrelated compared to the related condition.

These three new findings motivate a fresh look at how words are retrieved in speech production. We first outline a model of word retrieval, and then consider how these three findings are explained by the model.

A model in outline

There are two ‘decision points’ in word retrieval: the semantic level, at which the target lexical concept is selected, and a late post-lexical level, at which the utterance is ‘checked’ just before articulation. This type of framework is in contrast to a competitive model of lexical retrieval in which there is a ‘decision point’ at the lexical level. On our view, there is no decision point at the lexical level—what happens at the lexical level is a direct reflection of what happened at the semantic level: Once the communicative intention is established and the target lexical concept is selected, then the most highly activated word representation at the lexical will be retrieved, without regard to the levels of activation of nontarget words. A similar account can be found in the ‘complex access, simple selection’ proposal by La Heij (2005). Terminologically, the phrase ‘lexical selection’ implies conflict at the lexical level during word retrieval; we would suggest that a more appropriate term is ‘lexical retrieval’ as there is no conflict at the lexical level.

Another way to think about this is that the language production system is cognitively penetrable at the semantic level and at the late post-lexical level, while word-selection-through-phonological-encoding is a ballistic (i.e., encapsulated) process: In goes a concept and out comes a phonologically specified word. That process of word-selection-through-phonological-encoding can be sped up but not slowed down. We assume, as do all other models, that there can be (and often are) multiple activated representations at the lexical level. The fact that the system makes errors, and that errors arising at the lexical level can be semantically related to the target (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990; Dell, 1986), is evidence for the assumption that multiple representations are activated at the lexical level at the time of word retrieval. Errors are either caught post-lexically by a speech monitor (see Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2012) or actually uttered.2

If there is no competition in the language production system, as the term is understood, for instance in WEAVER++ (Roelofs, 1992, 2003), this does not mean that there are no conflicts—conflicts can arise at the semantic and post-lexical levels. We have separately argued (Mahon et al., 2007, 2012) that the Stroop and picture–word phenomena of semantic interference and distractor frequency occur due to a response conflict between the distractor word and the target picture name at the late post-lexical level (for an early version of this account, see Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003). We referred to this account as the Response Exclusion Hypothesis (Mahon et al., 2007). Dhooge and Hartsuiker (e.g., 2011a, 2011b) have argued that the late post-lexical stage at which the distractor frequency effect occurs corresponds to the speech monitor. Thus, the post-lexical level at which speech must become a single channel is one level at which response conflict can arise. However, this level of processing, and therefore the Response Exclusion Hypothesis as a theory about the processes occurring at that level, are not relevant for understanding the patterning of ‘semantic interference’ and semantic facilitation that occurs in the blocked naming paradigm. This is because the blocked naming paradigm does not involve a nontarget prepotent response that would engage the articulators in place of the target, as is the case for the Stroop and picture–word paradigms.

As reviewed in the introduction, there are two principal paradigms used to study lexical access and which involve straight picture naming: the continuous naming paradigm and the blocked naming paradigm. The signature effect from the continuous naming paradigm is that there is a long lag semantic cost (i.e., spanning multiple trials) associated with repeated access to a given semantic category. A number of investigators have now argued (Belke, 2013; 2 An interesting (and we believe novel) expectation that may be generated from the framework that we have outlined is that the same experimental situations that speed up lexical access through semantic priming, will also result in more errors arising at the lexical level. This is because situations in which related concepts are strongly priming the target will ipso facto be situations in which their corresponding (nontarget) word representations will be highly activated, and so the probability of making an error and selecting the wrong word should increase. In this regard, the presence of speed-accuracy tradeoffs in certain experimental situations, would be informative about the dynamics of word retrieval (see also Mahon et al., 2007 for some discussion on this issue). This is an issue that could also be addressed computationally.
Damian & Als, 2005; Howard et al., 2006; Navarrete et al., 2010; Oppenheim et al., 2010) that the long lag nature of the cumulative semantic cost compels an explanation in terms of incremental adjustments to connection weights, presumably between semantic and lexical representations (but see Belke, 2013, for an account that situates incremental learning at the concept-to-semantic level). It is important to underline that even proponents of lexical competition (e.g., Belke, 2013; Howard et al., 2006) have invoked incremental learning mechanisms to explain long lasting semantic interference. That theoretical move is based on the recognition that lexical level activation (the substrate of competition) has too short of a half-life to be able to a basis for a phenomenon with such longevity. The relevant issue for present purposes is to unpack exactly how such long lag cumulative semantic costs contribute to the patterning of semantic interference and facilitation we have reported in the blocked naming paradigm.

**Explaining semantic facilitation and interference in the blocked naming paradigm**

We suggest that there are three ‘forces’ at work in the blocked naming paradigm that in concert produce the full pattern of findings: (i) a purely facilitatory mechanism that can speed up lexical retrieval by *semantic priming*, but not slow it down; (ii) incremental strengthening of semantic-to-lexical connections for correctly retrieved words, (iii) incremental weakening of semantic-to-lexical connection for words that are semantically related to correctly retrieved words (i.e., words that are activated but not retrieved).

We note that each of these hypotheses has been articulated in detail by others in previous discussions (Damian & Als, 2005; Howard et al., 2006; Vitkovitch & Humphreys, 1991), and in conjunction, although in a different context, by Oppenheim et al. (2007, 2010). An important distinction to keep clear is that ‘repetition priming’, on this type of account (e.g., Oppenheim et al., 2007, 2010), is a long lasting phenomenon that derives from strengthening of semantic-to-lexical level connections, while semantic priming is a short-lived phenomenon that does not involve strengthening of semantic-to-lexical level connections. Semantic priming involves spreading of activation from related concepts, to the target word representation. Semantic priming is short-lived since it vanishes if a single filler item is interposed between two related items (Damian & Als, 2005; Navarrete et al., 2012).

As shown in Figs. 3 and 5, semantic facilitation is present over many presentations of items (up to at least 12) and is a cumulative phenomenon within block. Both manifestations of semantic facilitation in the blocked naming task can be explained by the same core assumption: If the time to retrieve the target word is not affected by the levels of activation of nontarget words (Dell, 1986; Mahon et al., 2007; Navarrete et al., 2010; Oppenheim et al., 2010; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000) naming a picture will be facilitated in a related context compared to an unrelated context. This is because semantic and lexical representations will be primed by semantically related items from the same blocks (i.e., what is referred to as ‘semantic priming’ above; for additional evidence of ‘semantic priming’ in picture naming, see Biggs & Marmurek, 1990; Humphreys et al., 1988; Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983; Lupker, 1988; Sperber et al., 1979). Furthermore, within the first cycle in a related block, the second item would receive priming from the first item, while the third item would receive priming from the second item and to a lesser degree, from the first item. The fourth item would receive priming from the third item, and to a lesser degree from the second and first items (etc.). Under this scenario one would expect semantic priming to increase as a function of ordinal position within block, and hence semantic facilitation to increase with ordinal position within block (as observed).

We have argued that the critical factor that determines when ‘semantic interference’ is observed is within-block repetition (see also Navarrete et al., 2012). The question then becomes: What mechanism within the speech production system would lead to differential repetition priming in the unrelated compared to the related condition? An elegant solution is offered by the incremental learning account of Oppenheim et al. (2007, 2010), according to which repetition priming is explained by incremental strengthening of semantic-to-lexical connections. This would occur for both related and unrelated blocks in which items are repeating within the block. However, according to that model, in related blocks, there will also be incremental weakening of semantic-to-lexical connections for within-block items. Thus, in related blocks, there is an intersection of the set of items that will undergo weakening of semantic-to-lexical connections and the set of items that undergo strengthening of semantic-to-lexical connections (i.e., repetition priming). In unrelated blocks, there is a disjunction of the two sets: the items within the block undergo strengthening (i.e., repetition priming), while the items that would be weakened are within category items that are not part of the current block. The suggestion here is that the presence of weakening occurring over the items in related blocks would account for the *lack* of repetition priming in those blocks. On the other hand, in situations in which unrelated items are repeating within block, response latencies will reflect repetition priming due to strengthening occurring over the items in those blocks. And, as noted above, it is the presence of the repetition priming effect in the unrelated condition that leads to the emergence of what appears to be a ‘semantic interference effect’ (see Fig. 6).

Evidence consistent with this interpretation can be found in Experiment 3 of Belke, Brysbaert, et al. (2005). In that experiment, half of the related and unrelated blocks contained the same items across eight cycles, while the other half of related and unrelated blocks contained...
The interaction between these two factors was not significant (the linear trend was significant across experiments: slope = 8.6 ms/position; Navarrete et al., 2012; Oppenheim et al., 2010). The degree of linearity that is observed in the continuous naming task is shown in the figure, the data do deviate from the average cumulative semantic cost across unrelated blocks can be directly computed according to whether or not the items were previously named in cycles 1–4. The lack of an interaction between blocks containing ‘new’ and ‘old’ items and the ‘semantic interference’ in cycles 5–8 is consistent with the view that there is weakening of semantic-to-lexical connections for semantic coordinate items, irrespective of whether or not they are part of the blocks.

Our explanation is committed to the prediction that incremental weakening of semantic-to-lexical connections will also occur in unrelated blocks, but the effects of that incremental weakening will not be expressed in that current block because all items in such a block are from different categories. In other words, naming each item in an unrelated context will result in weakening of connections to other related items, both items that are present in the experiment (in other blocks) and items that are not included in the experiment. This prediction of a cumulative semantic cost across unrelated blocks can be directly tested if the data are reorganized and analyzed in terms of ordinal position within category (collapsing across presentation or block). Fig. 7A plots the data by ordinal position within category, separately for unrelated and related contexts, collapsing across the 3rd through 6th presentations, for all experiments (i.e., Experiment 1, and Experiments 2a and 2b). Note, that in the related condition, ordinal position within block and ordinal position within category are the same. As can be seen in Fig. 7A, there is a cumulative semantic cost across ordinal position within category for the unrelated context (F(4,228) = 9.75, p < .01, \( \eta^2_p = .14 \); F(4,112) = 7.47, p < .01, \( \eta^2_p = .21 \)).4 The analysis of the linear trend was significant (\( F(1,57) = 18.96; p < .01; \eta^2_p = .25 \); F(2,128) = 14.53; p < .01; \eta^2_p = .34; collapsing across experiments: slope = 8.6 ms/position; \( R^2 = .61 \)), but as can be seen in the figure, the data do deviate from the degree of linearity that is observed in the continuous naming paradigm. These data indicate that long lasting semantic costs are indeed present in the blocked naming task (see also Navarrete et al., 2012; Oppenheim et al., 2010).5 Importantly, and as shown in Fig. 7A as well, the accumulative nature of semantic facilitation effects in the related condition is not an artifact of what is occurring in the unrelated condition, as response times become progressively faster with ordinal position within category/block in the related condition, considered alone and not referenced to the unrelated condition (\( F(1,34,194.97) = 11.07, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .16 \); F(2,4116) = 6.94, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .19).6 An analysis of the linear trend showed that response times decrease with each additional within-category item that is named (\( F(1,157) = 29.62; p < .01; \eta^2_p = .34 \); F(2,129) = 20.22; p < .01; \eta^2_p = .41; Collapsing across experiments: slope = −11.2 ms/position; \( R^2 = .87 \)).

By hypothesis, semantic priming and incremental weakening of semantic-to-lexical representation are both continuous phenomena where their magnitude is determined by activation levels. The activation levels that underlie the two processes are in turn determined by a common cause, which is the structure of lexical–semantic representations and the dynamics of how activation spreads from semantic to lexical levels of representation. The difference is that while semantic priming is a short-lived ‘online’ phenomenon that indexes the current activation state of the system, incremental weakening is a long term structural change that is induced in the connections of the system through an error learning mechanism. However, if it is the case that semantic priming and incremental weakening are in fact two manifestations of the same underlying distribution of activation levels during production events, then the expectation would follow that the two phenomena should be ‘yoked’ in their magnitude. As an initial test of this expectation, Fig. 7B plots the two lines of Fig. 7A against one other (i.e., one corresponding to the weakening mechanism across unrelated blocks and the other corresponding to semantic priming within related blocks). As can be seen, there is a reasonably tight negative relation between them, suggesting at least preliminarily, that semantic priming and incremental weakening may be mirror manifestations of the same underlying distributions of activation levels at the lexical level.7

---

4 In this analysis, one within-subject factor (Ordinal Position Within-Category: five levels: 1–5) and one between-subject factor (Experiment, three levels: Experiments 1, 2a and 2b) and their interaction were modeled. In the item analysis, one data point was not available due to participants’ errors. The effect of Experiment was significant in the item analysis only (F(2,57) = 1.66, p = .19, \( \eta^2_p = .05 \); F(1,48,4161) = 17.3, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .38). The interaction between these two factors was not significant (\( F(1 < 1; F(2,8,224) = 1.62, p = .12, \eta^2_p = .05 \)). We are grateful to Gary Oppenheim and two anonymous reviewers for bringing this aspect of the data to our attention, and raising this set of issues.

5 Note that this analysis is different from that reported by Belke and Stiewe (2013), who tested for a cumulative cost across cycles; the authors found no cumulative cost across cycles.

6 The effect of Experiment was significant in the item analysis only (F(2,57) = 1.4, p = .25, \eta^2_p = .04; F(1,52,44.25) = 14.35, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .33). The interaction between these two factors was not significant (\( F(1,8,228) = 1.31, p = .24, \eta^2_p = .04 \); F(2,1) < 1).

7 Another source of (at least preliminary) evidence for the proposal that the magnitude of behavioral effects caused by semantic priming and incremental weakening should be mirror reflections of one another is provided in Fig. 1. That figure presents the results of the data from Experiment 2 of Navarrete et al. (2012). In Navarrete and colleagues we manipulated within-category semantic distance using the ‘standard’ version of the blocked naming paradigm (where all blocks had multiple cycles of items). The within-category semantically-close condition showed the most semantic facilitation in the first cycle, but then the most relative ‘interference’ in cycles 2 and 3. In other words, at the second cycle, the within-category semantically close context was slower than the within-category semantically-far context. It if is assumed that the amount of repetition priming is not sensitive to activation levels, then the relatively slower response times in the within-category semantically close compared to the within-category semantically far condition would be explained by the relatively greater incremental weakening that occurred in the former compared to the latter condition. However, this extension of the account is admittedly ad hoc and requires an additional and a priori empirical test.
Is picture naming a type of cued recall?

The existence of ‘costs’ associated with having previously retrieved semantically related information is a broad phenomenon. For instance, retrieval-induced forgetting refers to the observation that recall of a previously studied word is impaired if related items are retrieved in the period between study and recall (e.g., Anderson, 2003). In other words, retrieval of unpracticed items from practiced categories is worse than retrieval of unpracticed items from unpracticed categories. Previous research has explored the relations between the retrieval-induced forgetting and semantic interference in picture naming, for instance with respect to the cumulative semantic cost (Navarrete et al., 2010; Oppenheim et al., 2010), and the phenomenon of first-language attrition in bilingual speakers (Levy, McVeigh, Marful, & Anderson, 2007; but see Runnqvist & Costa, 2012).

Taking a step back, the similarities across paradigms may suggest a slightly different view of the task of picture naming itself. Picture naming, as it is studied in the context of language production, is generally considered within a framework in which the picture serves to ‘determine’ the target word: identification of the target name is modeled as the process of ‘tracing out the line of activation’ between the stimulus and the word representation. Another way to view the task of picture naming is less as indicating what the target word should be, but as cueing a response. On this view, picture name retrieval is an active and generative process that is constrained by, not given by, the picture. For instance, if a subject were provided with the cue: Produce the name of a fruit that begin with ‘a’, the great majority of participants will say ‘apple’, even though ‘apricot’ is an equally valid response. The reason why participants would overwhelmingly respond with ‘apple’ has to do with a number of factors (frequency, familiarity, typicality, etc.), but the point is that the eventual response of participants is only partly constrained by the ‘cue’, and then semantic and phonological memory must be actively ‘searched’ in order to find a correct item that matches the cue. In this same way, it may be useful to consider pictures as cues that (strongly) bias memory search for the corresponding concept, because there are empirical phenomena observed with cued recall tasks that bear striking similarities to phenomena observed in picture naming (e.g., Brade & Wagner, 2002; Crescentini, Shallice, & Macaluso, 2010; Martin & Cheng, 2006; Thompson-Schill, D’Esposito, Aguirre, & Farah, 1997). The suggestion here is that, understanding how pictures ‘cue’ words is not an issue that should be relegated to models of semantic memory, apart from considerations of how words are retrieved, but rather may involve the mappings from semantics to words, and thus the language production system directly.

Conclusion

The data we have reported demonstrate that semantic facilitation is the default pattern when pictures are blocked.
by semantic context, and that ‘semantic interference’ emerges only when there is within-block repetition. We further showed that the emergence of what masquerades as ‘semantic interference’ is caused by differential repetition priming in the unrelated condition. Two inferences follow from these data. (i) Models of word retrieval that include lexical selection by competition are untenable, and noncompetitive models should be explored and developed in the context of data previously attributed to lexical competition. Given the success of models that do not assume lexical competition in explaining speech errors, both in normal participants and patients with aphasia, it is particularly interesting to see if they can also be extended to explain the patterns of response time effects observed in speech production (e.g., Dell, Oppenheim, & Kittredge, 2008). (ii) The emergence of ‘semantic interference’ in the blocking naming task can be explained by an incremental learning mechanism by which connection weights are adjusted (e.g., Oppenheim et al., 2010). That theoretical framework emphasizes interactions between semantics and lexical level representations, and suggests that there may be important relationships between the semantic effects observed in speech production and other well characterized memory phenomena.
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Appendix

Experimental materials organized by semantic category.

Animals: deer, donkey, goat, horse, zebra.
Clothes: dress, glove, pants, shirt, sock.
Fruit: apple, banana, lemon, orange, strawberry.
Furniture: bed, chair, couch, stool, table.
Tableware: cup, fork, knife, ladle, spoon.
Transportation: bus, car, motorcycle, taxi, truck.
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